
Pinocchio
Blanks Levels Ideas Sheet

These resources can be used in a variety of ways to support children with speech, language 
and communication needs.

Ideas:

• Read the PowerPoint through with the child or group of children. 
Then read through again and ask the questions using the 
cards or sheets at the appropriate point in the story.

• Read through the PowerPoint story and then ask the children the questions.  

• Read the PowerPoint through with the child or group of children. Then 
sequence the story using the sequencing cards.  With the cards in order 
on the table, ask the questions from the questioning sheet.

• The question cards can be used to support to children to ask questions to each other. 

• The question cards and question sheet can be mixed up to enable 
a group of children at different levels to work together.

• The question sheet can be used to record the answers from the activity.

• The question sheet and cards can be used with specific children 
working towards achieving consistency at that level..
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Pinocchio 
 

Blanks Level One Question Sheet 

 

 

Who is that?  

(Point to Pinocchio, slide 3.) 

What is that?  

(Point to the fairy’s wand, slide 4.) 

Is that a fox?  

(Point to the fox, slide 9.) 
 

 

Is that a house?  

(Point to the tree, slide 10.) 

What is that?  

(Point to the dog, slide 11.) 
 

 

Who is that?  

(Point to the Blue Fairy, slide 12.) 

Say this: ‘Pinocchio lied and his nose 
grew.’  

(Slide 13.) 

What is that?  

(Point to the lollipop, slide 17.) 

 

Is that a whale?  

(Point to one of the fish, slide 21.) 

What is that?  

(Point to a cloud, slide 23.) 
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Pinocchio 
 

Blanks Level Two Question Sheet 

 

What colour is Pinocchio’s hat? Who cast a spell on the puppet? 

 

  

Pinocchio joined in a puppet show. 
Who did Pinocchio meet? 

What colour is the fox’s coat? 

  

How are cats and birds different? Who sent the dog? 

Tell me something that’s a type of 
animal. 

What happened to Pinocchio’s 
nose? 

Where did Pinocchio eat sweets? Where was the whale? 
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Pinocchio  
 

Blanks Level Three Question Sheet 

The Blue Fairy cast a spell on 
Pinocchio. What could the Blue Fairy 
say? 

Geppetto found that Pinocchio 
would move and speak. What could 
Geppetto say? 

Pinocchio was given five bronze 
coins. What could he say? 

How are a fox and a cat the same? 

  

How are a dog and a cat the same? 

  

Pinocchio lied about where the 
bronze coins were. What could he 
have said? 

Pinocchio and the boys eat sweets at 
the circus. What else could they eat? 

Pinocchio grew ears and a tail. What 
might he say? 

What is a whale? Tell me the story. 
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Pinocchio 
 

Blanks Level Four Question Sheet 

 

How can we tell Geppetto was happy 
that Pinocchio could move and 
speak? 

Why did the fox and cat tell 
Pinocchio to plant his coins under a 
tree? 

The fox and cat try to trick Pinocchio 
into planting the coins under the tree. 
What would you do? 

Why did Pinocchio lie about going to 
school? 

Why didn’t Pinocchio go to school? Why did Pinocchio lie about where 
the coins were? 

Pinocchio lied about where he had 
put the coins. What would you do? 

What would have happened if 
Pinocchio had told the Blue Fairy the 
truth? 

How can we tell Pinocchio is sad 
when he grows ears and a tail? 

At the end of the story Blue Fairy 
turns Pinocchio into a real boy. How 
can we tell Pinocchio is happy?  
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Who is that? 
(Point to Pinocchio, slide 3.)

What is that? 
(Point to the dog, slide 11.)

Who is that? 
(Point to the Blue Fairy, slide 

12.)

Is that a fox? 
(Point to the fox, slide 9.)

Say this: ‘Pinocchio lied and 
his nose grew.’ 

(Slide 13.)

What is that? 
(Point to the fairy’s wand, 

slide 4.)

What is that? 
(Point to a cloud, slide 23.)

Is that a house? 
(Point to the tree, slide 10.)

Pinocchio - Blanks Level One Pinocchio - Blanks Level One

Pinocchio - Blanks Level OnePinocchio - Blanks Level One

Pinocchio - Blanks Level OnePinocchio - Blanks Level One

Pinocchio - Blanks Level OnePinocchio - Blanks Level One
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Is that a whale? 
(Point to one of the fish, slide 

21.)

What is that? 
(Point to a cloud, slide 23.)

Pinocchio - Blanks Level One Pinocchio - Blanks Level One

Pinocchio - Blanks Level OnePinocchio - Blanks Level One

Pinocchio - Blanks Level OnePinocchio - Blanks Level One

Pinocchio - Blanks Level OnePinocchio - Blanks Level One
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What colour is Pinocchio’s 
hat?

How are cats and birds 
different? Who sent the dog?

Pinocchio joined in a puppet 
show. Who did Pinocchio 

meet?

Tell me something that’s a 
type of animal.

Who cast a spell on the 
puppet?

What happened to Pinocchio’s 
nose?

What colour is the fox’s coat?

Pinocchio - Blanks Level Two Pinocchio - Blanks Level Two

Pinocchio - Blanks Level TwoPinocchio - Blanks Level Two

Pinocchio - Blanks Level TwoPinocchio - Blanks Level Two

Pinocchio - Blanks Level TwoPinocchio - Blanks Level Two
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Where did Pinocchio eat 
sweets? Where was the whale?

Pinocchio - Blanks Level Two Pinocchio - Blanks Level Two

Pinocchio - Blanks Level TwoPinocchio - Blanks Level Two

Pinocchio - Blanks Level TwoPinocchio - Blanks Level Two

Pinocchio - Blanks Level TwoPinocchio - Blanks Level Two

t
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The Blue Fairy cast a spell on 
Pinocchio. What could the 

Blue Fairy say?

How are a dog and a cat the 
same?

Pinocchio lied about where 
the bronze coins were. What 

could he have said?

Pinocchio was given five 
bronze coins. What could he 

say?

Pinocchio and the boys eat 
sweets at the circus. What 

else could they eat?

Geppetto found that 
Pinocchio would move and 

speak. What could Geppetto 
say?

Pinocchio grew ears and a 
tail. What might he say?

How are a fox and a cat the 
same?

Pinocchio - Blanks Level Three Pinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three
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What is a whale?
 

Tell me the story.

Pinocchio - Blanks Level Four Pinocchio - Blanks Level Four

Pinocchio - Blanks Level FourPinocchio - Blanks Level Four

Pinocchio - Blanks Level FourPinocchio - Blanks Level Four

Pinocchio - Blanks Level FourPinocchio - Blanks LevelFour
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How can we tell Geppetto 
was happy that Pinocchio 
could move and speak?

Why didn’t Pinocchio go to 
school?

Why did Pinocchio lie about 
where the coins were?

The fox and cat try to trick 
Pinocchio into planting the 
coins under the tree. What 

would you do?

How can we tell Pinocchio is 
sad when he grows ears and 

a tail?

Why did the fox and cat tell 
Pinocchio to plant his coins 

under a tree?

At the end of the story Blue 
Fairy turns Pinocchio into 

a real boy. How can we tell 
Pinocchio is happy? 

Why did Pinocchio lie about 
going to school?

Pinocchio - Blanks Level Three Pinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three
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How can we tell Pinocchio is 
sad when he grows ears and 

a tail?

At the end of the story Blue 
Fairy turns Pinocchio into 

a real boy. How can we tell 
Pinocchio is happy? 

Pinocchio - Blanks Level Three Pinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three

Pinocchio - Blanks Level ThreePinocchio - Blanks Level Three
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